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ABSTRACT
The Arcade Learning Environment (“ALE”) is a widely used library
in the reinforcement learning community that allows easy program-
matic interfacing with Atari 2600 games, via the Stella emulator.
We introduce a publicly available extension to the ALE that extends
its support to multiplayer games and game modes. This interface
is additionally integrated with PettingZoo to allow for a simple
Gym-like interface in Python to interact with these games.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ALE was first introduced in Bellemare et al. [1], with further
improvements introduced in Machado et al. [7] (for single player
games only). It was a fork of the Stella Atari 2600 emulator, that
allowed for a simple C interface to take actions in a supported Atari
game, and receive the resulting screen state and game reward. Rein-
forcement Learning (“RL”) considers learning a policy—a function
that takes in an observation from an environment and emits an
action–that achieves the maximum expected discounted reward
when playing in an environment. Atari 2600 games were viewed as
a useful challenge to pursue for reinforcement learning as they were
interesting and difficult to humans, and contained a wide array of
premade games to test an AI against to prevent researcher bias and
to allow for comprehensive benchmarking of a technique [7]. They
were also special for having visual observation spaces, and were
practically useful because they had small graphical observation
spaces, ran fast, had generally simple game mechanics that were
still challenging to humans, and had a frequently updating well
defined reward.
The ALE served as the benchmark suite in Mnih et al. [8] and
Mnih et al. [9], which introduced and showed the power of the Deep
Q Network method of learning games, essentially creating the field
of Deep Reinforcement Learning in the process. These games have
remained a very popular benchmark in deep reinforcement learning,
as developing very effective methods for all games is still a difficult
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Figure 1: Warlords (left), and Space Invaders (right) are two
of the more visually interesting games included. In War-
lords, 4 players control paddles to deflect the ball away from
the bricks and their colored "warlord" in their corner. Play-
ers die when the ball hits their warlords, and the last player
standing wins. In the multiplayer mode of space Invaders,
both players control ships that canmove and shoot at waves
of enemies that shoot at them. Players are rewarded for
killing enemies, and the game ends when the players have
lost three combined lives.
challenge years later [3, 5]. These ALE games were later packaged
with a much simpler and more general Python interface into Gym
[2], which is how the ALE environments are most frequently used
today.
Following the boom in single agent Deep Reinforcement Learn-
ing research, work has been ongoing to learn optimal policies for
agents in environments where multiple agents interact, be the in-
teractions strictly competitive, strictly cooperative, or mixed sum
[4, 6, 10, 12]. For the same reasons that single player Atari 2600
games became very popular suite of benchmark environments, we
feel that the multiplayer Atari 2600 games are uniquely well suited
benchmark environments for multi-agent reinforcement learning,
and have extended the ALE to support them, allowing easy pro-
grammatic interfacing with multiplayer Atari 2600 games for the
first time, and a comprehensive suite of differing multi-agent RL
benchmarks for the first time.
2 API
In order to support multiplayer games, a few changes to the ex-
isting ALE API had to be made, outlined in Bellemare et al. [1].
The getAvailableModes method was overloaded to receive
number of players as an optional argument and return game modes
with that number of players. The step method was overloaded
to accept a list of actions, and return a list of rewards (one reward
and action for each player). The allLives method was added to
return the number of lives for each player as a list. We used the
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standard of 0 lives meaning the agent is alive, and the game will end
after one more life. All these changes are backwards compatible
and will not impact the single player modes of a game, except for
one: we changed game modes to be more aligned with those listed
in their manuals to make adding multiplayer modes feasible.
An example of using ALE API for the multiplayer mode of space
invaders is shown below:
ale = multi_agent_ale_py.ALEInterface()
ale.loadROM("ROMS/space_invaders.bin")
minimal_actions = ale.getMinimalActionSet()
modes = ale.getAvailableModes(num_players=2)
ale.setMode(modes[0])
ale.reset_game()
while not ale.game_over():
observation = ale.getScreenRGB()
a1 = policy1(observation)
a2 = policy2(observation)
r1,r2 = ale.act([a1,a2])
3 GAMES INCLUDED
We added support for 18 multiplayer games, 14 of which were
extended from existing ALE games, and 4 are brand new. All added
games are shown in Table 1. A few have alternate game modes
which offer completely different game play, effectively adding 6
more games for a total of 24. Thesemodes are listed as parenthesized
names in Table 1. These modes as well as other noteworthy game
modes are described in Appendix A.
Having a comprehensive and “unbiased” suite of games is con-
sidered key to the success of the ALE [1, 7]. Of the games that were
already in the ALE, we tried to add support as indiscriminately as
possible, choosing 14/19 possible multiplayer games. The 4 we did
not add multiplayer support to were Hangman (an asymmetry in
the game play lets one player be guaranteed to win), Lost Luggage
(the two different players are heterogeneous in ways that make
adding this game beyond the scope of this work), as well as Freeway
and Blackjack (they offer no interactions between the two players).
Out of the four new games, we selected Combat, Joust andWarlords
for their fame amongst human players and Maze Craze because
of the very unique planning challenges it offers. All but Joust are
multiplayer only games (and therefore couldn’t have been included
in the ALE before).
This selection process gave rise to an interesting mix of games
that can be roughly categorized in 6 groups:
1v1 Tournament: Boxing, Combat, Ice Hockey, Video Olympics
(two player), Double Dunk, Tennis and Space War. These games
are zero-sum competitions, so a match or tournament needs to
be run in order to compare the quality of different policies. They
are also fast paced, with non-sparse reward in random play, and
relatively short dependencies between actions and rewards. But to
master these games, your agent requires careful analysis of your
opponent’s position, prediction of their future movements, and
very precise movements with quick reaction time.
Mixed-sum survival: Joust, Mario Bros, Wizard of Wor and
Space Invaders. These are 2 player games characterized by waves
of dangerous computer-controlled opponents which players are re-
warded for destroying. The computer-controlled opponents are the
main source of risk and reward (allowing players to work together),
but your opponent can still benefit by doing you harm. In Joust
and Wizard of Wor, you can score points by directly destroying
your opponent, in Space Invaders you score points when the Aliens
destroy your opponent, and in Mario Bros your opponent can steal
the reward you worked for. In all of these games, a robust agent
has to be able to handle both aggressive competitive strategies and
cooperative strategies from an opponent to maximize their score.
Competitive racing: Flag Capture, Entombed (Competitive
Mode) and Maze Craze. These are fully competitive games more
focused on understanding the environment than on the opponent
to complete the race first. However as the agents develop, competi-
tive strategies are possible. In Flag Capture, the information one
player reveals about the map can be exploited by the other player.
In Entombed, players have their ability to block their opponent
using power-ups. In Maze Craze, we support numerous multiplayer
modes (detailed in Appendix A.3). These typically have little player
interaction, but in three modes players can add fake walls that can
be moved through, but can be confusing to the opponent.
Long term strategy games: Video checkers and Othello. These
games are classic zero-sum 1v1 board games of long term strategy
with an Atari interface. Due to this inefficient interface, a single
turn in the board game will require many steps in the arcade game.
In addition, like in the classic games, strong players must consider
the consequences of moves many turns later, so very long term
planning and credit assignment is required to create strong policies.
Four-player free-for-all: Warlords. Each player’s objective is
to be the last one standing out of the initial four players. Because
of this, cooperation between players is possible until there are only
2 players left. For example, players can coordinate attacks against
the strongest or best positioned player so that player will not have
a large advantage at the end of the game when it is just 1v1.
2v2 Tournament: Video Olympics. The Video Olympics ROM
includes 2v2 team versions of every 1v1 game type (specific modes
are detailed in Appendix A.5). The agents on one team will need to
cooperate in order to both defend themselves and effectively attack
the opposing team.
Cooperative games: Entombed (Cooperative Mode). In En-
tombed, the players are rewarded based on how long they can
both stay alive in the environment. They have the ability to help
each other out by using their power-ups to clear obstacles in the
maze. This mode is detailed in Appendix A.2.
Finally, we had to change the reward structure for games where
one player can indefinitely stall the game by not acting (Double
Dunk, Othello, Tennis and Video Checkers). We accomplished this
by making a player lose the game with the associated negative
reward if a player stalls the game for several hundred frames.
4 CONCLUSION
We added multiplayer game support to the Arcade Learning En-
vironment (ALE) for 18 ROMs, enabling 24 diverse multiplayer
games. This builds off both the ubiquity and utility of Atari games
as benchmarking environments for reinforcement learning, and the
recent rise in research in multi-agent reinforcement learning.
Table 1: All Multiplayer ROMs and Game Types Supported
ROM (Modes) Image Game theory Players
Boxing Competitive 2
Combat (Tank,
Plane) Competitive 2
Double Dunk Competitive 2
Entombed (Co-
operative, Com-
petitive)
Competitive
&
Cooperative
2
Flag Capture Competitive 2
Ice Hockey Competitive 2
Joust Mixed 2
Mario Bros Mixed 2
Maze Craze Competitive 2
ROM (Modes) Image Game theory Players
Othello Competitive 2
Video Olympics
(Pong, Basket-
ball, Foozpong,
Quadrapong,
Volleyball)
Competitive 2/4
Space Invaders Mixed 2
Space War Competitive 2
Surround Competitive 2
Tennis Competitive 2
Video Checkers Competitive 2
Warlords Competitive 4
Wizard of Wor Mixed 2
We hope that this framework will enable accurate benchmarking
for more general multi-agent reinforcement learning methods that
can handle:
• Graphical observations
• Long time-horizon game-play and rewards
• Highly diverse game-play
• Diverse multi-agent reward structures
We believe that multi-agent algorithms with these characteristics
will generalize better to real world scenarios, and that no existing
set of benchmarks has satisfied these needs particularly well.
The package is publicly available on PyPI and can be installed via
pip install multi-agent-ale-py. AutoROM, a separate
PyPI package, can be used to easily install the needed Atari ROMs
in an automated manner. The Atari games here are additionally
included with a simpler Python API in PettingZoo, which is akin
to a multi-agent version of OpenAI’s Gym library. Standard Atari
preprocessing wrappers are available in SuperSuit [11].
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A EXTENDED MODES DOCUMENTATION
Many games have non-default modes that fundamentally change
the nature of the game. We elaborate on one’s we find notable, or
treat as independent games, below.
A.1 Combat
Combat has two main style of play. Tank mode, where the player
crawls around a field (potentially with obstacles), and plane mode,
where the player cannot control their speed, only their direction.
Within the tank category, there are a few options of interest. Table
2 lists the game modes of interest
• Maze: Map has obstacles which block movement and bullets
• Billiards: If this option is off, bullets are guided (turn when
your tank turns). If it is on, bullets can and must (as in bil-
liards) bounce off walls, allowing you to hit around corners.
Note that you cannot hit yourself with a ricocheting bullet.
• Invisible: Tanks are not visible except when firing and when
running into an obstacle.
Table 2: Combat Tank modes
Mode Maze Billiards Invisible
1 F F F
2 T F F
8 F T F
9 T T F
10 F F T
11 T F T
13 F T T
14 T T T
In plane mode, there are two types of planes (Jet or Bi-Plane),
which can either have strait or guided missiles. Jets are faster, and
guided missile’s direction can be changed by the palyer changing
theier direction. Table 3 lists the game mode numbers.
Table 3: Plane Tank modes
Mode Guided Missiles Jet plane
15 F F
16 T F
21 F T
22 T T
A.2 Entombed
The original Entombed Atari game does not have an official scoring
method in two player (unlike in one player). However, the official
manual lists two types of gameplay, competitive play and coopera-
tive play. We implement and distinguish between these two scoring
methods using modes:
• Competitive play (Mode 2, default): A player is rewarded,
and their opponent penalized when the opponent loses a
life.
• Cooperative play (Mode 3): Similar (but not identically) to sin-
gle player mode, both players are are rewarded +1 600 frames
(10 seconds) after reinitialization, and every 300 frames (5
seconds) thereafter.
A.3 Maze Craze
Maze Craze offers numerous game types, and a visibility setting for
each game type. Representing the mode as 4n + k , the game mode
is n and the visibility mode is k . If k = 0 the maze is fully visible,
if k = 1 or k = 2 only part of the map is visible, and if k = 3. The
modes below are the fully visible versions of their game type; only
ones we believe are of interest are included for brevity:
• Race (mode 0): First to the end of the maze wins.
• Robbers (mode 4): Randomly moving robbers will kill you
if you run into them. Avoid the robbers and complete the
maze.
• Capture (mode 44): You need to capture the randomlymoving
robbers before you can complete the maze. The players can
also place green squares that appear identical to the maze
walls, confusing their opponents pathing.
A.4 Space invaders
Space invaders modes offer a set of 5 possible options, all combina-
tions of which are possible.
• Moving Shields: Shields move back and forth. Using them
for protection is therefore more difficult.
• Zigzagging Bombs: Alien’s bombs randomly move horizon-
tally, making them harder to avoid.
• Fast Bombs: Alien’s bombs move much faster, making them
much harder to avoid.
• Invisible Invaders: Aliens are invisible, making them much
harder to hit.
• Alternating Turns: Ability to fire alternates between the
players. The switch occurs either when you fire, or after a
set period of time.
A particular combination of options can be set by using the
following formula (where variables are encoded as 0 or 1):
33 + Moving Shields
+ 2 Zigzagging Bombs
+ 4 Fast Bombs
+ 8 Invisible Invaders
+ 16 Alternating Turns
A.5 Video Olympics
Video Olympics is best known for containing Pong, the classic game.
However, as its name suggests, Video Olympics contains a wide
variety of multiplayer games. Below is a list of the games we’ve
found to be of note for reinforcement learning research. Table 4
contains the mode numbers.
• Classic Pong: The classic game.
• Quadrapong: All 4 sides of the map are protected by one
player. Score is tracked by team.
• Volleyball: Keep the ball from hitting the ground on your
side of the court. The players can "jump" vertically as well
as move horizontally.
• Foozpong: There are multiple intertwined rows of defense
and offense between the goals.
• Basketball: Put the ball in your opponent’s hool.
Table 4: Video Olympics Modes
Game Two player Four player
Classic Pong 4 6
Foozpong 19 21
Quadrapong N/A 33
Volleyball 39 41
Basketball 45 49
